
 

 

 

TITLE APPLICATION           IT2  

The following federation Italy ____________________  hereby applies for the title of:  

Grandmaster (minimum level 2500) X ______________   International Master (2400)  _______________________  

Woman Grandmaster (2300)  _____________________  Woman International Master (2200) _________________   

To be awarded to: family name Sonis ______________  first name Francesco _____________________________   

FIDE ID Number 895733 ________________________  date of birth   place of birth    

Date necessary rating gained December 2018 ________  level of highest rating 2523 ________________________   

Titles can be awarded conditional on reaching the required rating at a later date (see Title Regulations 1.50c for the 

procedure to be followed in this case)  

Herewith certificates (IT1s) and crosstables for the following norms 

1. name of event FE 4 Vergani Cup gennaio - A _____  location Montebelluna (ITA) ______________________   

dates 2020-01-02/2020-01-06  ____________________  tournament system Swiss __________________________   

average rating of opponents 2484 __________________  total number of games played 9 _____________________  

points required 6 ________  points scored 6 ________  number of games to be counted  ____________ (if not all)  

number from host federation 0 ____________________  number not from own federation  9 __________________  

number of opponents: Total titled 9____ GMs 4_____ IMs 4_____ FMs 1_____  

rated on: Feb20FRL [code 233053] 

 

2. name of event OP Second mix – Grand Master ___  location Bassano del Grappa (ITA) _________________   

dates 2021-03-24/2021-03-28 _____________________  tournament system Swiss __________________________   

average rating of opponents 2499 __________________  total number of games played  9 ____________________  

points required 6 ________  points scored 6.5 _______  number of games to be counted  ____________ (if not all)  

number from host federation 1 ____________________  number not from own federation 8 __________________  

number of opponents: Total titled 8____ GMs 7_____ IMs 1_____ WFMs 1_____  

rated on: Apr21FRL [code 242039] 

 

3. name of event FE 19 Spilimbergo – Master _______  location Spilimbergo (ITA) _______________________   

dates 2021-08-09/2021-08-15 _____________________  tournament system Swiss __________________________   

average rating of opponents 2462 __________________  total number of games played  9 ____________________  

points required 6.5 ______  points scored 6.5 _______  number of games to be counted  ____________ (if not all)  

number from host federation 3 ____________________  number not from own federation 6 __________________  

number of opponents: Total titled 8____ GMs 5_____ IMs 2_____ FMs 1_____  

rated on: Sep21FRL [code 235787] 

 

Attach another form IT2 if there are more supporting norms.  

total number of games 27 ____________________________________________________________ (minimum 27)  

  

name of Federation official Leonardo Bartolini ______  date 2021-09-01  

signature                                                                       

*REMOVED* *REMOVED*




